Dura Paints has, since its establishment in 1986, grown into a leading South African manufacturer and distributor of quality, specialist coatings and preparation products.

Our offering covers a comprehensive range of industrial coatings, decorative coatings, preparation products and fieldmarking machines and liquids, all supported by leading edge technology.

Quality Statement
At Dura Paints, quality manifests itself in management, manufacturing, personnel and products. We are committed to world-class quality, superior customer support and outstanding value.

We achieve this through innovation, customer satisfaction and operating under an ISO9001:2008 Quality Management System. We are committed to excellence and continuous improvement through processes, the workplace and people.

We have been proudly supplying the South African market for over 29 years – a clear testimony to our quality products and service. We stand by our products and believe that you will be more than satisfied.

All Prolong products are lead free.

Crack Repair Products

Crackband
A fine membrane which is used in conjunction with paint to repair and hide hairline cracks in plastered walls.

Size: 100mm x 20m, 300mm x 20m, 500mm x 20m (rolls)

Profill Crack Doctor
A bonded ready mixed multipurpose interior and exterior filler. • It is used for filling and repairing holes, cracks and blemishes on floors, walls, ceilings, roofs and tiles. • It is suitable for filling and repairing most materials such as brick, plaster, wood and fibre board. Colours: Imbuia, Meranti, White, Oregon, Pine, Sapele, Supawhite Size: 310ml (cartridge)

Crackfill
A dry powder crack filler that when mixed with water forms a smooth paste. • It is specially formulated for interior and exterior use and is ideal for general purpose filling work on plaster, gypsum, soft board, fibre cement board and similar surfaces. Colour: White

Size: 500g, 2Kg, 10Kg

Powafill
A ready mixed, reinforced crack filler with additional strength for repairing small structural cracks, moving gaps and deep holes on all interior and exterior floor and wall surfaces. • It dries to a tough semi flexible finish that is easily sanded. It has excellent adhesion properties and is easy to use, UV stable, weather resistant, water soluble and solvent free.

Colour: White

Size: 500ml, 1L, 5L

Supafill
A ready mixed smoothing and skimming compound for interior and exterior walls. • It dries into a smooth, flexible water resistant and easily sanded surface. • Ideal for preparing rough surfaces such as damaged plaster, drywall joints and ceiling joints before painting.

Colour: White

Size: 500ml, 1L, 5L, 20L
ProDegrease
An all-purpose degreasing agent for removing oil, grease & residue from surfaces before painting. • It is suitable for galvanized iron, mild steel and concrete floors before painting. • It is suitable for vinyl floor tiles, concrete, clay, slate, glazed and galvanized metal surfaces. Size: 1L

ProSoap Powder
A gentle yet powerful cleaner ideal for general purpose cleaning. • It’s recommended for the removal of grease and grime from dirty walls before painting. • It is suitable for cleaning basins, floors, sinks, drains, toilets and removing ink and crayon marks from painted surfaces. • It’s not abrasive and will not scratch the surface. Size: 500g

ProKey
A water based bonding aid used in the building industry to bond sand, cement plaster and gypsum plaster to smooth surfaces. • It is intended for use as a key coat to promote adhesion between concrete substrates and overlaid plaster based on cement, gypsum plaster and self levelling underlays. • It is especially suitable for use under alkali condition. • The product exhibits very good water resistance and good stability when used with cement based products. Size: 1L, 5L, 25L

ProBrush
A water rinseable brush and roller cleaner. • It is ideal for cleaning and removing fresh and older, water and oil based paints from brushes and rollers. • It will extend the life of your expensive brushes and rollers, with an easy to use water rinseable cleaning action. Size: 1L

ProRemove
A solvent based grease, oil, bitumen and wax remover used on floors, roofs and walls. • Ideal for removing all bitumen based adhesives, bitumen waterproofing, tar, oil spills and spots, wax floor polish and wet paint spots on non-absorbent surfaces. • It is suitable for vinyl floor tiles, concrete, clay, slate, glazed and galvanized metal surfaces. Size: 1L

Grease Devil
A super concentrated all purpose power cleaner. It may be diluted up to 100 times with cold water for general purpose cleaning or used concentrated for stubborn grease or dirt. • Use it in the home, office or factory to lift and remove grease, grime, oil, grit, ink, coffee, wet paint, rubber marks, mud and dirt from ceramics, clay tiles, vinyl floors, corrugated iron, metal, copper, chrome, mag wheels, baths, grills, plastic, concrete, timber, enamel, fabric, glass, etc. it replaces the need to use most general purpose cleaners that have toxic chemicals as active ingredients. • It is a general purpose cleaner, tile cleaner, engine cleaner, duster degreaser, floor cleaner, window cleaner, white board cleaner, work top spray and wipe and braai degreaser. • It is easy to use, non toxic, biodegradable, ammonia free, solvent free and environmentally friendly. Size: 750ml, 1L, 5L, 25L

ProClean
A concentrated acid based cleaner, suitable for cleaning cement, mottar, oil, fungus, efflorescence and stains from concrete, day and slate surfaces. Size: 1L, 5L

ProSoap Liquid
A gentle yet powerful cleaner ideal for general purpose cleaning. • It’s recommended for the removal of grease and grime from dirty walls before painting. • It’s suitable for cleaning basins, floors, sinks, drains, toilets and removing ink and crayon marks from painted surfaces. • It’s not abrasive and will not scratch the surface. Size: 1L

ProStrip
A high powered paint stripper. • It removes enamels, varnishes, lacquers & polishes. • It’s a thick gel like paste and is suitable for horizontal and vertical stripping work. Size: 500ml, 1L, 5L

Road Marking Paint
This product is suitable for marking lines on concrete and bituminous roads, pathways, parking areas and kerbs. • The Road Marking Paint is waterbase and lead free. • Ensure that previously painted surfaces are compatible with the new coating. • Ensure surfaces to be painted are dry, firm, free from dirt, grease, fungus, loose particles and rising or penetrating damp. Colours: White, yellow, red and black. Size: 5L and 20L plastic containers.
Waterproofing

Roof Proof
An easy to use acrylic general purpose waterproof compound used in conjunction with a woven membrane for waterproofing tiled, metal and timber pitched roofs.
• It is a quality product and is ideal for waterproofing flashings, roof ridges, parapet walls, roof bolts, metal roof overlaps and similar pitched roof details. It has excellent weatherproof properties ensuring a long lasting finish. • It is available in kit with a 200mm x 10m membrane. Colours: Black, Grey, Green, Terracotta, Red and White Size: 1L kit, 5L kit.

Damp Proof
A clear sealing agent for protecting interior walls from rising damp and moisture. It is specially formulated to seal plaster, masonry and concrete surfaces while holding back the penetrating water. • It creates a tough water barrier on the inside of the wall and ensures a dry stable surface for the new coat of paint. It penetrates the tiny pores in the surface to form a watertight coating that stops moisture and is used to seal the wall before over coating with quality paint. NOTE: The source of the damp must be repaired and the affected area allowed to dry before applying Damp Proof. • If the original cause of the damp is not repaired the damp may move around the area and appear elsewhere. Colour: Clear Size: 1L, 5L

Acry Proof (Original and Fibre)
A multi-purpose waterproofing compound for flat roofs, pitched roofs, parapet walls and fish ponds. It can withstand the ponding of water. Available in two formulae: Acry Proof Original - which is used in conjunction with a woven membrane for waterproofing details that span large areas or gaps, such as concrete roofs, dams, fish ponds, roof flashings and similar areas. Acry Proof Fibre - which is used without a woven membrane and is suitable for smaller more difficult areas, such as box gutters, small fish ponds, water features, roof bolts and similar waterproofing details. Colours: Black, Grey, Terracotta, White, Blue, Red, Green Size: 1L, 5L, 20L

Wall Proof
A penetrating waterproofing agent for sealing exterior face brick walls, face brick facades, clay surfaces, cement bricks, concrete structures, marble and granite cladding and similar exterior wall finishes.
• It waterproofs the wall without changing the colour or appearance of the original surface. • It penetrates and ensures a weather resistant, ultra violet and wear resistant finish. • It should be applied by saturating the substrate with a low pressure spray applicator or large brush. • It is important that if a second coat is required that it is applied to a wet first coat. • Do not allow the first coat to dry before applying the second coat. Size: 1L, 5L

Leak Proof
A specially formulated two part cementious waterproofing compound for flat roofs, parapet walls and fish ponds. It can withstand the ponding of water. Use within 3 months. Colour: Black Size: 1L, 5L, 20L

Bitu Proof Fibre
An acrylic bitumastic waterproofing compound that is ideal for waterproofing and sealing concrete dams, reservoirs, fish ponds, oiler pots, roofs, foundation walls, underground structures and similar waterproofing details. It should not be used in areas exposed to the sun. • It is a water based, non-toxic and cost effective method of waterproofing and sealing surfaces. Use within 3 months. Colour: Black Size: 1L, 5L, 20L

Membrane
Is used for roof areas, box gutters, flashing, parapet walls, roof nails, skylights, cracks, joints and gaps.
See Prolong Acry Proof for application details. Size: 100mm x 10m, 250mm x 10m, 500mm x 10m, 1000mm x 20m (rolls)

Roof Screw
Membrane
Is used to seal roof screws. • It is very easy to use. Use it in conjunction with Acry Proof or Roof Proof. Size: Pack of 50 patches

Adhesives

Wood-Bond
A white general purpose water based cold glue adhesive. • It may be used for fixing or gluing wood, cardboard, paper, leather, felt, textiles and similar materials. • It dries into a tough durable white weld that stops moisture and is used to seal the wall before over coating with quality paint. NOTE: The source of the damp must be repaired and the affected area allowed to dry before applying Damp Proof. • If the original cause of the damp is not repaired the damp may move around the area and appear elsewhere. Colour: White Size: 100ml, 200ml

Multi-Bond
It is a high strength interior and exterior adhesive that redirects the need for nails and screws in DIY and construction repair work. • It is a water based, solvent free, multi-purpose adhesive used to mount partitioning, timber boards, ceilings, cornices, skirting boards, timber decks, decorative mouldings, bathroom fixtures and metal objects to timber and concrete. • It adheres to plywood, polystyrene, polyurethane, foam board, plaster board and numerous other construction materials. • It’s ideal for all new building, home décor, maintenance and old wood work. It’s formulated to resist sagging and slumping and forms an effective long lasting seal that bridges gaps between materials. • Not suitable for fixing mirrors or for use on polyethylene or polypropylene. Colour: Clear (when dry) Size: 310ml (cartridge)
Wood Care Products

WoodSheen
A hard wearing interior polyurethane alkali/varnish with excellent abrasion resistant properties. • It has been designed to minimize the formation of brush marks and allow for easy application. • It is ideal for sealing, protecting and beautifying quality interior timber furniture, table tops, door frames, beams, floors, skirting boards and similar timber surfaces. Colours: Clear, Mahogany, Meranti, Teak, Walnut Size: 1L, 5L

WoodGlo
A superior exterior varnish with excellent durability and contains UV Absorbers. • It does not crack, peel or flake and requires no painting. • It is ideal for garden furniture, pergolas, fascia boards, garage doors, front doors, timber gates and any unpainted exterior timber surfaces. Colours: Clear, Mahogany, Meranti, Teak, Walnut Size: 1L, 5L

Timber-Fill
An all-purpose, ready mixed interior and exterior wood filler that dries into a tough flexible finish. • It is suitable for filling work on doors, window frames, skirting boards, particle board, garden furniture, interior furniture and just about all other wood filling applications. • It is easy to use, sends to a glass smooth finish, and may be left untreated, stained, varnished or painted. • It has excellent adhesion to steel, metal, concrete and wood. • It’s excellent adhesion makes it ideal for plugging loose screws with damaged threads. • Simply fill the hole with Timber-Fill and push the screw in. • It is very fine and may be used either as a filling compound, stopping compound or grain skimming compound. Colours: Pine, Imbuia, Sapele, Meranti, Oregon and Supa White Size: 150ml

Tile Care Products

ProSeal
An interior/exterior penetrating sealer for sealing low porosity terracotta tiles, marble, granite and slate. • It is a penetrating sealer for low porosity tiles protecting against oil, dirt, grit and grime. • It has excellent wear and weather resistance making it ideal for sealing walls and floors that are exposed to harsh weather and wear conditions. • It is suitable for smooth dense low porosity hard fired clay tiles such as Vitre Rouge, WW and NCI tiles. • It penetrates ensuring a non-slip, oil resistant, hard wearing finish. • It is easy to apply with very little maintenance required. ProSeal dries to an even matt finish. Size: 1L, 5L

SupaSeal
An interior/exterior penetrating sealer for sealing high porosity brick paving and tiles. • It is a semi-gloss penetrating sealer suitable for sealing porous surfaces including face brick, clay, terracotta tiles, porous slasto and stone cladding. • It waterproofs, beautifies and enhances the natural colour of the sealed surface. • The more porous the surface to be sealed the better the abrasive resistance and non-slip characteristics of the sealer. • When applied on smooth surfaces which are exposed to traffic and harsh weather conditions, it may require maintenance. Size: 1L, 5L

SupaSeal Aqua
An interior/exterior penetrating sealer for sealing low porosity Terracotta Tiles, Marble, Granite and Slate. • It is a penetrating sealer ideal for sealing most porous surfaces against water, dirt and grime. Suitable surfaces include face brick, plastered walls, clay bricks, porous and clay tiles, slate, slasto, concrete pavers and stone cladding. • It water proofs, beautifies and enhances the natural colour of the sealed surface. The more porous the surface, the better the abrasive resistance and non-slip characteristics of the sealer. • It allows for easy cleaning of the sealed surface with soap and water. Note: When applied to smooth surfaces which are exposed to traffic and weather conditions, SupaSeal Aqua may require maintenance. Best suited for rough porous surfaces. Size: 1L, 5L

Tile Care Sealer Stripper
A concentrated solvent based stripper for removing general floor sealers, varnishes, waxes and polishes. Tile Care Sealer Stripper is suitable for use on Terracotta tiles, Terrazzo tiles, Slate, Granite, Quartz, Concrete floors and similar surfaces. It is important to carry out a trial test on a small area to ensure no colour change, blemishing or corrosion. The coverage will depend on the type of surface, the type of sealer to be stripped and its condition. Size: 1L, 5L

Tile Care Cleaner & Remover
Is a power cleaner to remove mortar cement and stains. • Used with Tile Care Degreaser & Neutraliser to prepare new and old floor surfaces before sealing. • Use on terracotta, slate, face brick, paving & stone cladding. Size: 1L, 5L

Tile Care & Grout Cleaner
A specially formulated mild acid based detergent cleaner that rejuvenates and cleans wall and floor grout. • Tile Care Tile & Grout Cleaner activates with stubborn dirt, stains, mildew and soap residue to ensure a fast effective method of cleaning. • It is ideal for rejuvenating old grout around baths, shower recesses, kitchens, bathrooms and similar areas. • It may also be used on porcelain, glazed terracotta tiles or as a cleaning agent for stubborn dirt. • Use Tile Care Tile & Grout Cleaner in conjunction with Tile Care Degreaser & Neutraliser for effective tiled floor maintenance. Size: 750ml, 1L, 5L

Tile Care Sealer Stripper
A hard wearing interior polyurethane sealer. • It is ideal for sealing, protecting and beautifying quality interior and exterior timber furniture, table tops, door frames, beams, floors, skirting boards and similar timber surfaces. • It contains UV Absorbers. • It does not crack, peel or flake and requires no painting. • It is ideal for sealing, protecting and beautifying quality interior timber furniture, table tops, door frames, beams, floors, skirting boards and similar timber surfaces. Colours: Clear, Mahogany, Meranti, Teak, Walnut Size: 1L, 5L

SupaSeal
A concentrated all purpose power cleaner ideal for cleaning, degreasing, neutralising and preparing tiled and paved surfaces before sealing. • It is used as a neutralising agent for surfaces that have been treated with Tile Care Cleaner & Remover. • It is truly multi-purpose and ideal as a degreaser for removing oil, grease, grime and grime from garage floors or tiled walls. • It is excellent for cleaning around stoves, grills kitchen and trash can areas. Size: 1L, 5L

Self Shine
A multi-purpose self shining gloss floor dressing for sealing terracotta, concrete, clay, terrazzo and vinyl floor finishes. • It dries into an easy to clean, gloss finish and is quickly applied with a sponge, mop or cloth. • It ensures a beautiful looking floor that is easily repaired and maintained. • It is best used for interior floors only. Size: 1L

Tile Care Products

SupaSeal & Neutraliser
A specially formulated mild acid detergent cleaner that revitalises and cleans wall and floor grout. • SupaSeal & Neutraliser is a power cleaner to remove mortar cement and stains. • Use with Tile Care Degreaser & Neutraliser to prepare new and old floor surfaces before sealing. • It is ideal for sealing, protecting and beautifying quality interior and exterior timber furniture, table tops, door frames, beams, floors, skirting boards and similar timber surfaces. Colours: Clear, Mahogany, Meranti, Teak, Walnut Size: 1L, 5L

Tile Care Degreaser & Neutraliser
A concentrated all purpose power cleaner ideal for cleaning, degreasing, neutralising and preparing tiled and paved surfaces before sealing. • It is used as a neutralising agent for surfaces that have been treated with Tile Care Cleaner & Remover. • It is truly multi-purpose and ideal as a degreaser for removing oil, grease, grime and grime from garage floors or tiled walls. • It is excellent for cleaning around stoves, grills kitchen and trash can areas. Size: 1L, 5L
Tiling Products

Tile Bond Ready Mix Adhesive
A white ready mixed adhesive for bonding wall and floor tiles.
• It has excellent adhesion properties and may be used for bonding tiles to concrete, plaster, timber boards, existing tiled surfaces and similar areas.
• It is not suitable for constantly wet or damp areas such as showers, basins or vanity slabs.
• Use it for damp areas.
Colour: White Size: 500ml, 1L

Tile Bond Ready Mix Grout
A ready mixed bonded wall and floor grout designed for pointing tile joints.
• It has excellent adhesion properties and is suitable for grouting all interior glazed tiles.
Colour: White Size: 500ml

Tile Bond Tile Adhesive
A general purpose cement based wall and floor tile adhesive, ideal for interior and exterior use and is available in two colours.
• Grey is used for interior and exterior wall and floor tiles.
• White is used for applications that require extra strength and waterproof properties such as showers, pools, mosaics, glass bricks, stone and applications of a similar nature.
• It is suitable for thick and thin bed bonding applications.
Colours: Grey and White Size: 500g, 2Kg, 5Kg

Tile Bond Tile Grout
A general purpose cement based wall and floor tile grout designed to point tile joints.
• It is ideal for interior and exterior use and is available in two colours.
• Grey is for general purpose floor tile grouting, traditionally used with terracotta and glazed floor tiles.
• White is a waterproof wall or floor tile grouting generally used with glazed tiles in kitchens, living rooms, bathrooms and showers.
Colours: Grey, Dove Grey and White Size: 500g, 2Kg, 5Kg

Tile Bond Bonding Additive
A specially formulated additive that improves adhesion, flexibility and water resistance of all cement based tile adhesives, grouts, concrete screeds and mortar mixes.
• It replaces a percentage of the water in the mixing process and is easy to use.
• It is ideal for mixing into cement adhesives and grouts that will be used in constantly damp areas.
• Best used with Tile Bond Cement Adhesive & Grouts white or grey.
Size: 1L, 5L, 25L

Sealers

Maxi-Seal
A technologically advanced water based latex sealant that combines the durability, flexibility and adhesion properties of traditional silicone sealants while offering easy application, excellent paintability, low odour and water clean-up. Suitable for interior and exterior use.
• It outperforms most silicones and can withstand up to 50% joint movement without cracking, tearing or losing adhesion.
• It is ideal for sealing and jointing around cornices, windows and door frames, bath tubs, showers, basins, sinks, skylights and heating ducts.
Colours: Black, Bronze Brown, Clear, Grey and White Size: 310ml (cartridge)

Paint & Seal
A water based general purpose flexible sealant used for caulking, grouting, jointing and embedding in the building industry.
• It is easy to apply and is compatible with most material used in construction e.g. brick, concrete, glass, metal, wood, etc.
• It resists cracking and is suitable for interior and exterior use.
• It is ideal as a general purpose sealant suitable for most joints.
• It is a flexible crack filler used before painting and for sealing around window frames, doors, timber cupboards, boarding, cornices, ceilings, floorboards and roofs.
• Can also be used to embed cornices.
Colour: White Size: 310ml (cartridge)

Easy-Seal
A general purpose caulking compound, for sealing and bonding cornices, kitchen work tops, windows, door frames and mirrors.
• It is a uniquely formulated all-in-one siliconized acrylic gap sealant for interior and exterior use.
• It is ideal for sealing and jointing most building construction materials. It is UV stable, water resistant and solvent free.
• It may be over coated with most acrylic and enamel paints.
Colours: Clear, Black, Bronze Brown, Grey and White Size: 310ml (cartridge)

Tub & Shower Seal
A specially formulated mildew resistant sealant which is used around baths, tubs, basins, showers, kitchen tops, sinks, toilets, porcelain and metal fixtures, fibreglass tiles, glass and similar areas.
• It resists cracking, crumbling and shrinkage and is suitable for interior and exterior use.
Colours: Clear and White Size: 310ml (cartridge)

Tiling & Sealing

Easy Seal
1 x 310ml

Tile Bond Ready Mix Grout
500ml

Tile Bond Bonding Additive
5L

Paint & Seal
310ml (cartridge)

Maxi-Seal
Clear 310ml

Sealers
Clear 310ml

Tile Bond Grout
500ml

Tile Bond Adhesive
500g

Tile Bond Tiling
500g

Tile Bond Bonding Additive
5L

Sealers
Clear 310ml

Tile Bond Grout
500g

Tile Bond Adhesive
500g

Tile Bond Tiling
500g

Tile Bond Bonding Additive
5L